GUIDED TOUR EIMA 2016
9th to 13th November
On the occasion of the 2016 edition of EIMA,
International Exhibition of Agricultural and Gardening
Machinery, that is going to take place in Bologna (EmiliaRomagna Region) from 9th to 13th November –
www.eima.it – Studio Luigi Stefanini of Piacenza is glad
to propose to delegations and groups of operators interested in visiting the exhibition, a specific programme that
includes the visit at the Show, scheduled contacts with
exhibitors and a tour between some firms operating in
this sector.
With its 375.000 sq.m. of exhibition space, the Show, real
event of reference for the agricultural machinery sector,

promoted and organized by FederUnacoma Surl with the
collaboration of BolognaFiere Spa, promises to be the most
comprehensive exhibition on the international scene.
Last edition (2014) registered the participation of 1920
exhibitors of which 597 from abroad, 235.614 visitors,
of which 38.773 coming from foreign countries of all the
continents.
2016 edition will see 4 specialized shows: EIMA
Components, EIMA Green, EIMA Energy and EIMA M.I.A,
capable of developing specific focus within agricultural
mechanization and gardening.

If you are interested in visiting this 2016 edition of EIMA, you can request to Studio Luigi Stefanini a customized program
dedicated to your specific needs and interests complete of related economic offering.

PROGRAM
Following we propose a detailed example of a three-days travel programme for groups and delegations:

Day One and Two
Guided visit at EIMA: stands, scheduled meetings with exhibitors and operator groups, eventual participation
to events and meetings on EIMA agenda for the day.

Day Three
Guided visits to agricultural machinery and livestock equipment manufactures.

Studio Luigi Stefanini can organize all the visits and all the logistic aspects for groups and delegations (transfers, hotel
booking and free-tickets for EIMA).
If you are interested in organizing a delegation for visiting EIMA and taking part to all the events we has just proposed to
you, please contact Studio Luigi Stefanini sending an e-mail complete of your specific requests. We will soon reply with
a detailed travel itinerary and the related quotation.

To simplify the organization phase it is necessary to define every matter within 31st October 2016.

For any further information please contact
Studio Luigi Stefanini info@studioluigistefanini.it - ph. +39 335 5742994
or Miss. Alessandra Gregori alessandra.gregori@libero.it - ph. +39 333 9077548
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